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Abstract—This paper applies the second order Taylor approximation to model the nonlinear uncertainty of acceleration rotation for MEMS based strapdown integration. Filtering solutions
for tracking comprising inertial sensors require a good statistical
modeling of the inertial measurements. The nonlinearity results
in an umbrella-shape probability density distribution, and causes
net downward vertical acceleration bias, which can not be
estimated by traditional methods using only the first order
approximation. This in turn leads to increasing vertical velocity
and position errors after double integration which is significant
for MEMS grade inertial sensors. Moreover, the analytical second
order nonlinear term is applied in an extended Kalman filter
(EKF) framework and compared with a normal EKF. The
benefits of the method are demonstrated using a 3D MEMS IMU.

reckoning, to demonstrate the effect of different linearization
ways, i.e., EKF1 and EKF2. It is expected that having a better
linearization model for inertial sensors will benefit the overall
estimation when integrated with other sensors.
The proposed approach is tested using an MEMS inertial
measurement unit (IMU) consisting of a 3D rate gyroscope
and a 3D accelerometer, as shown in Fig. 1. The results
of dead reckoning using EKF1 and EKF2 show that the
EKF2 provides better mean and covariance estimates of the
acceleration rotation compared to that from EKF1. Especially
the covariance estimate from EKF2 is more realistic than
EKF1, i.e., consistent to the state estimate.

Keywords: nonlinear filtering, state estimation, strapdown
integration, MEMS inertial sensor.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, micro electro mechanical system (MEMS)
inertial sensors have been broadly used in navigation and
tracking applications. MEMS inertial sensors usually need to
be combined with other navigation systems to provide reliable
long-term position estimates, e.g., Global Positioning System
(GPS) for vehicle navigation [1], ultra wideband (UWB) for
indoor positioning [2], and barometer for height estimate [3].
However, measurement noises and modeling errors will
cause uncertainty in the calculation of orientation and acceleration. To solve this, a good modeling of the strapdown
inertial integration needs to be given. The core of the strapdown inertial integration is acceleration rotation from body
frame to navigation frame, which is a nonlinear mapping.
The nonlinearity always brings a downward bias to vertical
acceleration so that the integrals of that, i.e., vertical velocity
and position will have increasing downward biases over time.
The most traditional nonlinear filter in Bayesian framework is
the extended Kalman filter (EKF), which applies the 1st order
Taylor expansion to linearize nonlinear functions at a nominal
trajectory. More advanced nonlinear filters are 2nd order EKF,
unscented filter and particle filter [4]–[6], and so on. In order to
understand the effect of the nonlinearity in strapdown inertial
integration, here we derive the analytical 2nd order term in
Taylor expansion and apply it in an EKF framework, called
EKF2 (EKF1 to refer to a normal EKF). To focus on the
nonlinear problem in inertial sensors, we run the prediction
part of the filter within this work, which is in fact dead
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Figure 1: Xsens MEMS inertial sensor.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the strapdown inertial integration and the measurement model of MEMS inertial sensors. Section III addresses
the acceleration rotation problem and the Taylor expansion is
derived for this nonlinear mapping. Section IV explains the
EKF2 algorithm and how it works for our problem. In section V, experimental results are analysed and demonstrate the
benefits of EKF2. Finally conclusions are given in section VI.
II. S TRAPDOWN I NERTIAL I NTEGRATION
Strapdown inertial integration or dead reckoning [7], [8]
calculates the current position from an initial position using
measurements of angular velocity and specific force obtained
by the inertial sensors, as shown in Fig. 2.
We first introduce the coordinate frames used in this paper:
• Navigation frame (n): This is a local geographic frame in
which we want to navigate. That is, we want to know the
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III. N ONLINEAR P ROBLEM OF ACCELERATION ROTATION
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The core of the strapdown integration is the acceleration rotation, rotating the specific force measured by accelerometers
to the navigation frame according to the orientation, as shown
in Fig. 2. It can be described by
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Figure 2: Strapdown inertial integration. Meaning of the symbols is explained in the text.

•

position and orientation of the sensor frame with respect
to this frame. For most applications it is stationary with
respect to the earth.
Body frame (b): This is the coordinate frame of the
moving IMU. Its origin is located in the center of the
accelerometer axes, and it is aligned to the casing. All
the inertial measurements are resolved in this coordinate
system.

The measurements of inertial sensors and quantities in navigation are described with respect to these coordinates. In
inertial sensors, accelerometers measure external specific force
in body frame, denoted as f b . Gyroscopes measure angular
velocity from body frame to inertial frame and expressed in
the body frame. In order to keep the discussion simple, we
apply correction terms which allow us to write the gyroscope
measurement using the angular velocity from body frame to
navigation frame and resolved in the body frame, ω bnb .
yGyr = ω bnb + bbω + ebω
yAcc = f b + bba + eba = Rbn (an − gn ) + bba + eba

(5)

The orientation is represented by quaternion [9], e.g., qnb represents the rotation from body frame to the navigation frame.
The vector rotation is done by quaternion multiplication, ,
and the superscript c is the quaternion conjugation operation.
Equation (5) is a nonlinear function. It is problematic
in the strapdown integration since it always results in a
downward bias in the vertical acceleration. The probability
density function of the rotated acceleration is not a Gaussian
shape, but rather like an umbrella. Hence, we name this
nonlinear problem ’umbrella problem’. In Fig. 3, the arrow
is an acceleration vector to be estimated, but the rotated
acceleration (the dots in the figure) by an orientation error,
which is Gaussian distributed, are like an umbrella. The mean
of the rotated acceleration in vertical direction is always
downward.
Rotated Acceleration (X−Z View)

(2)

ebω ∼ N (0, σe2ω )

(3)

eba

(4)

∼

qnb,c
+ gn
k

fkb

(1)

where Rbn denotes the rotation matrix from navigation frame
to body frame. bbω is the gyroscope bias and bba is the
accelerometer bias. They are slowly time-varying biases. ebω
is the gyroscope measurement noise and eba is the accelerometer measurement noise. They are assumed to be zero mean
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noises
N (0, σe2a )

ank = qnb
k

pn

2

Z

az [m/s ]

ω bnb

It should be noticed that accelerometers do not measure
acceleration directly, rather measure the so-called external
specific force to which the acceleration an as well as the
earth’s gravitational field gn contribute, as shown in Eq. (2).
Therefore, the strapdown inertial integration as illustrated in
Fig. 2 has the following procedure: The orientation qnb is
calculated by integrating the angular velocity, ω bnb , measured
by gyroscopes. Then the global acceleration is obtained by
rotating the specific force measured from accelerometers, f b ,
and correcting the gravity. Finally the velocity and position
relative to an initial point, vn and pn , are determined by the
integration of the acceleration, an .

2

ax [m/s ]

Figure 3: Umbrella problem illustration (X-Z view): arrow is a
true acceleration vector, dots are the rotated acceleration with
uncertain orientation errors.
Figure 4 illustrates this downward bias for one sample.
Assume that ĝ is the estimate of vector g after rotating, it
has errors because there is an orientation uncertainty θ. The
vertical error e can be roughly calculated by Taylor expansion
so that e = ||g|| (1 − cos(θ)) ≈ 12 ||g|| θ2 , and this error is
always downward. This bias caused by the nonlinearity of
acceleration rotation will be integrated to the velocity and
position in vertical direction and grow fast with time.
The most common nonlinear filtering approach is to linearize the nonlinear functions using the 1st order Taylor expansion and then to apply Kalman filter. However, for the problem
we point out in this paper, the 1st order Taylor expansion
cannot model the downward bias due to the nonlinearity
and we need a higher order nonlinear term to solve it. For
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and the 2nd order linearization will be

e

f 2nd (θ b ) = R̄nb f b + gn + [Dθ f ]θ̄b · θ b
+ 12 (I ⊗ (θ b )T ) [Hθθ f ]θ̄b θ b
|
{z
}
2nd order term

g
ĝ

Assume that θ b is a random variable of i.i.d. Gaussian, θ b ∼
b
N (µθb , Σθb ), and the linearization point is chosen at θ̄ =
µθb = 0. Since f b is the measurement from accelerometers,
it is assumed to be white Gaussian, f b ∼ N (µf b , Σf b ). Then
the mean and covariance of the 1st order Taylor linearization,
Eq. (12), are

θ

Figure 4: Simplified explanation of ’umbrella problem’. Within
the strapdown integration, the acceleration is computed by
adding the gravity to the specific force (Eq. 5). Any orientation
error will therefore result in a downward acceleration error.

E{f 1st } = R̄nb µf b + gn
Cov{f

exp(− 12 θ b )

where v represents a vector. The orientation error is selected
for the purpose of having a local Euclidean description of the
orientation without constraints. Then the acceleration rotation,
Eq. (5), can be formulated as a nonlinear function of orientation error θ b
f

= R̄nb · exp(− 12 θ b )

fb

(8)
b

exp(− 12 θ b )c

nb,c

q̄

+ gn
(9)

exp(− 12 θ b )c + gn

(10)

The Taylor expansion is
f (x) =f (x̄) + [Dx f ]x̄ (x − x̄)
+ 12 (I ⊗ (x − x̄)T ) [Hxx f ]x̄ (x − x̄) + hot. (11)
where [Dx f ]x̄ denotes the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear
functions f (x) with respect to x and [Hxx f ]x̄ denotes the
Hessian matrix. They are evaluated at a linearization point x̄.
The symbol ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The mathematics of
matrix derivatives can be referred to in [10]. Therefore, the 1st
order Taylor linearization of the acceleration rotation, f (θ b ),
b
can be derived at a linearization point θ̄ = 0
f

1st

b

nb b

n

}=

T
[Dθ f ]θ̄b Σθb [Dθ f ]θ̄b

(14)

b

(θ ) = R̄ f + g + [Dθ f ]θ̄b · θ
|
{z
} |
{z
}
f (θ̄ b )
1st order term

nb

nb,T

+ R̄ Σf b R̄

E{f 2nd } = R̄nb µf b + gn


+ 12 tr([Hθθ f ]θ̄b ,i Σθb ) i
Cov{f

2nd

(15)

}=

(16)

T
[Dθ f ]θ̄b Σθb [Dθ f ]θ̄b + R̄nb Σf b R̄nb,T


+ 12 tr([Hθθ f ]θ̄b ,i Σθb [Hθθ f ]θ̄b ,j Σθb ) ij

(17)

(6)

where q̄nb is the linearization point for the orientation and
θ b denotes orientation error in helical axis. exp(·) denotes
quaternion exponential, which is defined as

v
sin ||v||
(7)
exp(0, v) , cos ||v|| , ||v||

an , f (θ b )
= q̄nb exp(− 12 θ b )

1st

Similarly, the mean and covariance for the 2nd order Taylor
linearization, Eq. (13), are

simplicity, in the following of this section, we remove the
time subscript k.
The orientation qnb can be split into a nominal orientation
nb
q̄ and an orientation error θ b
qnb , q̄nb

(13)

where tr(·) is the matrix trace operation. [xi ]i denotes a vector
whose ith element is xi , and [xij ]ij denotes a matrix whose
ij th element is xij . Comparing the mean and covariance of
2nd order linearization with those of the 1st order, an extra
term is added and it represents the downward bias caused
by the nonlinearity of acceleration rotation. In addition, this
term in the mean as well as in the covariance depends on the
uncertainty of the orientation, Σθb .
IV. N ONLINEARITY M ODELING IN EKF
A. EKF2 Algorithm
After deriving the 1st and 2nd order Taylor linearization
expansion for the highly nonlinear mapping of acceleration
rotation, a natural choice for filtering is EKF. In real applications, the 1st order EKF is the most general approach and
in fact it works well when the model is almost linear or the
signal noise ratio (SNR) is high [4]. For our problem, it means
that the higher order nonlinear term can be neglected when the
uncertainty of the orientation is sufficiently small. However, in
MEMS inertial sensors, this uncertainty cannot be neglected
and it grows with respect to the dead reckoning time. In the
following first we discuss a general EKF algorithm.
A discrete-time nonlinear state space model can be written
as
xk+1 = f (xk , wk )
yk = h(xk , vk )

(18)
(19)

wk ∼ N (0, Qk )
vk ∼ N (0, Rk )

(20)

where

(12)
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(21)

Then an 2nd order EKF (EKF2) [4], [11] based on the 2nd
order Taylor expansion is given by
Initialization:

(22)
x̂+
0 = E x0

P+
(23)
=
Cov
x
0
0
Prediction:
+
x̂−
k = f (x̂k−1 ) +

P−
k

=

+
+
1
00
2 tr fi,x (x̂k−1 )Pk−1 i
+
+
0
fx0 (x̂+
k−1 )Pk−1 fx (x̂k−1 ) + Qk


+
+
+
00
00
+ 12 tr fi,x
(x̂+
k−1 )Pk−1 fj,x (x̂k−1 )Pk−1 ij





(24)
(25)

Correction:

−
− T
0
Sk = h0x (x̂−
+ Rk
k )Pk hx (x̂k )


− 00
−
−
+ 12 tr h00i,x (x̂−
)P
h
k
k j,x (x̂k )Pk
ij

−
− T
0
−1
Kk = Pk hx (x̂k ) (Sk )


−
−
1
00
rk = yk − h(x̂−
k ) − 2 tr hi,x (x̂k )Pk
i
x̂+
k
P+
k

=
=

x̂−
k + Kk rk

−
− T
−
0
P−
(Sk )−1 h0x (x̂−
k − Pk hx (x̂k )
k )Pk

(26)
(27)
(28)

(a) Predicted Acceleration

(29)
(30)

where fx0 , h0x denote the Jacobian matrix and fx00 , h00x represent
the Hessian matrix. Comparing the prediction part of EKF2
algorithm with Eqs. (16) and (17), the EKF2 just estimates
the mean and covariance of the 2nd order Taylor expansion.
When only the 1st order Taylor linearization is used, i.e., a
normal EKF (EKF1) is applied, the Hessians fx00 , h00x are set
to zero. The additional term of EKF2 as compared to EKF1
models the nonlinearity. When the 2nd order nonlinear term is
not trivial, EKF1 will fail.
B. Nonlinear Estimation Based on Simulation
As is well known, Kalman filters estimate only the mean
and the covariance of the states instead of the entire probability
density function. Figure 5 illustrates the performance of EKF1,
EKF2 and particle filter for the addressed nonlinear problem
based on a simulation. In the prediction part, the orientation
evolves with respect to time and the acceleration rotates at each
time, as shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity, the correction part of
the filter is built by a known acceleration measurement with
noise. The specific force and orientation error are assumed
zero mean white Gaussian distributed.
In Fig. 5, the red star represents a real acceleration. In each
time sample, zero mean white Gaussian noises are added to
the orientation error and specific force. These uncertainties
will cause the umbrella effect, as shown in Fig. 5a. The blue
dots are the predicted acceleration of EKF1 and the green
circles are those from EKF2. Each dot represents one sample.
The black asterisks are the mean outputs of a particle filter.
The blue, green and black stars and the corresponding ellipses
are the estimates and 99.5% confidence ellipses for different
nonlinear filters in a specific sample. It is observed that the
predicted estimates of the EKF2 (green circles) are lower compared with those of the EKF1 (blue dots) and are comparative
with those of the particle filter. From the first thought we

(b) Corrected Acceleration

Figure 5: Nonlinear filter performance: the red star is the real
acceleration, blue dots are the estimates from EKF1, green
circles are the estimates from EKF2, black asterisks are the
mean outputs from a particle filter. The blue, green and black
stars are the estimates of different filters at one sample and
the corresponding ellipses represents the corresponding 99.5%
confidence ellipses at this sample.

expected that the estimate of EKF2 could compensate the
bias and be more close to the real acceleration. However,
the EKF only gives the mean and the covariance estimate
of the real distribution, i.e., a single point (blue or green)
represents the mean from EKF1 or EKF2 in that time sample.
Hence, EKF2 estimates the downward bias of the umbrella
problem more correctly as compared to EKF1. Especially
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when we combine the mean and covariance estimate, the
ellipses, the real acceleration is within the confidence area
of EKF2 whereas this is not the case for EKF1. Therefore,
the predicted estimate of EKF2 provides a more correct mean
as well as covariance estimate. Moreover, the performance of
EKF2 is close to that of the particle filter, which means that the
EKF2 can model the nonlinearity very well. Figure 5b shows
the performance after correction. It is demonstrated that the
EKF1 estimate has always a bias in height whereas the EKF2
provides a much better estimate with a reasonable covariance
estimate.
Usually, a navigation or tracking solution combines inertial
sensors and other systems. For example, in [2], the inertial
system serves as a process model and a UWB system is applied
in the correction part of the filter. In order to focus on the
nonlinear problem of strapdown integration, in the following
experiment we only consider the prediction part of the Kalman
filter, i.e., only the nonlinearity of the acceleration rotation is
considered. In practice, the dead reckoning is very important
in the fusion since the inertial sensors have high frequency
data and other aiding sources usually provide relatively lower
frequency data. So that a good dead reckoning output with
realistic covariance is necessary.

C. Dead Reckoning Test
To examine the different linearization approaches for the
addressed nonlinear problem, we test EKF1 and EKF2 using
the above process model. The strapdown integration starts with
initial orientation uncertainty of 1 degree, and other initial
states are assumed to be known exactly. 200 iterations are run,
i.e., 1 second dead reckoning. Then this procedure is repeated
5000 times for different datasets so that the statistics of the
dead reckoning can be obtained.
Figure 6 shows the height and covariance estimate from
EKF1 and EKF2, respectively. To show the results clearly, here
100 dead reckoning samples are shown in the plot.It should be
T
noted that the acceleration in navigation frame is 0 0 0
since we have stationary data. The true mean of the rotated
acceleration is not zero in vertical direction. From the plot it
is observed that both outputs from EKF1 and EKF2 are lower
than zero. The EKF2 provides even lower estimate in vertical
direction compared to the EKF1. This result is consistent with
the simulation in Fig. 5a.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Inertial Measurements
The addressed nonlinearity problem is tested using an
MEMS inertial sensor including 3D gyroscopes and 3D accelerometers, as shown in Fig. 1. The sensor unit is mounted
on a stationary table, and 3 hours stationary data are measured
at a frequency of 200 Hz. Therefore, we have ground truth for
evaluating the performance of the filters.
B. Process Model
As given in Eq. (1) and (2), the inertial measurements
include slowly time-varying biases. They should also be in
the state vector to be estimated. Therefore, a discrete-time
nonlinear state-space model can be built and the state vector consists of orientations, gyroscope biases, accelerometer
biases, 3D velocities and 3D positions
nb
qnb
k+1 = qk

exp( T2 ω bnb,k )

(31)

bbω,k = bbω,k−1 + wbω

(32)

bba,k
vkn
pnk

(33)
(34)

=
=

bba,k−1 + wba
n
vk−1
+ T · ank−1 + wv
2
n
pnk−1 + T · vk−1
+ T2

· ank−1 + wp
(35)
 nb,T

T
bb,T
bb,T
vn,T pn,T , and T in
where x = q
ω
a
n
the process model is the sampling interval. ak results from
the highly nonlinear mapping, the rotation of acceleration, as
calculated in Eq. (8). To focus on this nonlinear problem, here
only the process model is given. As introduced earlier, the
measurement part for a navigation and tracking scheme can
be different aiding sensors, e.g., barometers, which is not in
the scope of this paper.
=

Figure 6: Height estimate and covariance.

D. Evaluating the Covariance Estimate
We are interested in the covariance estimate since a good
estimator should provide both the correct mean and the correct
covariance from the prediction, by which the correction part
of the filter can work properly when we combine inertial
measurements with other sensors. In the following, we choose
a normalized error as the criteria to evaluate the estimate.
Assume the estimate after dead reckoning is defined as ex ,
which also represents the estimated error since it is a stationary
trial, and the covariance output is defined as P. We can define a
normalized error (NE) and a normalized error squared (NES)
similar to the standard quantities for evaluating the performance of a filter, normalized residual (NR) and normalized
innovation squared (NIS). For a good estimator, NE should
be a multiple-dimensional normal Gaussian distribution, and
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NES should be a chi-square distribution.
1
P− 2

∼ N (0, 1)
NE , eTx ·
NES , eTx · P−1 · ex ∼ χ2k

(36)
(37)

where k is the freedom of the chi-square distribution and it
is the dimension of the state vector. Here NE and NES are
evaluated in the state elements of orientation, velocity and
position, so that NES should be a chi-square distribution with
9 degrees of freedom.
In Fig. 7, the normalized histogram of the orientation
elements in NE is plotted with a normal Gaussian distribution.
Since the same 1st order linearization model for the orientation
integration is used in both of the EKF1 and EKF2, the
same performance for the orientation elements is obtained
for both filters. So that Fig. 7 represents both the results
from EKF1 and EKF2. The histogram is plotted based on the
5000 dead reckoning trials, which uses different real datasets.
It is observed that each of the orientation elements in NE
complies with the normal Gaussian distribution. This result
demonstrates that the EKF1 model for the orientation evolution
with time using gyroscope measurements is a good model.
Normalized Histogram of NE for Orientation Elements
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(39)
where Σ is the true covariance of the estimate error, which is
approximated by the 5000 samples due to the known stationary
trial. M is the number of samples. As shown in Eq. (39), the
NCI should be approximated to zero when the NES of the
filter is close to the true error, which means the estimator
is perfectly credible. The NCI for EKF1 is equal to 2.3 and
the NCI for EKF2 is 0.3, which demonstrates EKF2 has a
significant improvement compared to the EKF1.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
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For more clear about the benefit of EKF2, the NES quantity
is further checked as shown in Fig. 9. By the comparison of
EKF1 and EKF2, the NES from EKF2 looks more like a chisquare distribution than the NES from EKF1. It shows that
the covariance estimate from EKF1 does not match the mean
estimate error, i.e., the EKF1 can not model the downward
bias due to the nonlinearity correctly, whereas the EKF2 has
a better estimate for the nonlinear problem of acceleration
rotation.
Moreover, to evaluate the covariance estimate, noncredibility Indices (NIC) [12] can be calculated as
 T −1 
M
10 X
e P ex
log10 Tx −1
(38)
NCI ,
M i=1
ex Σ ex i

Figure 7: Normalized histogram of NE for the orientation
elements (same for EKF1 and EKF2): red plots are normal
Gaussian distributions, blue plots are normalized histogram of
the orientation elements in NE.
Figure 8 shows the normalized histogram of the position
elements in the NE from EKF1 and EKF2, respectively. There
are minor differences between the two filters at the position
x and y elements. For the position z element, it is observed
that EKF1 has a biased error, whereas the EKF2 provides a
better estimate, which is more close to the normal Gaussian
distribution. Recall Fig. 4, the downward bias in the vertical
acceleration will cause the bias in the vertical position. Figure 8 proves that EKF1 does not solve this problem, whereas
the EKF2 can fix it by providing a better mean estimate and
corresponding covariance estimate. It can be expected that
by modeling the nonlinearity of acceleration rotation, correct
height estimate can be obtained by EKF2.

In this paper, we address the nonlinear problem of acceleration rotation in strapdown inertial integration. The estimate
using the traditional 1st order linearization does not model
the downward bias in the vertical acceleration caused by this
nonlinearity. This brings fast-growing biases in the vertical
velocity and position after integration. It is very important to
model this nonlinearity to have a realistic model of inertial
sensors to be able to perform accurate height tracking. We propose to use the 2nd order Taylor expansion to approximate this
nonlinearity and apply an EKF2 filter. Moreover, traditional
Kalman filter solutions such as in EKF1 the error propagation
is separated from the state propagation. Whereas in EKF2,
the state propagation depends on the error covariances, which
makes the error modeling more important. A dead reckoning
test using stationary measurements from an MEMS inertial
sensor demonstrates that EKF2 can better model this nonlinear
mapping.
In the future, more advanced nonlinear filters can be considered, e.g., particle filter, and the nonlinearity modeling
proposed in this paper can be applied in different fusion
applications to provide a good position estimate.
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Figure 8: Normalized histogram of NE for the position elements: red plots are normal Gaussian distributions, blue plots are
normalized histogram of the position elements in NE.
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Figure 9: Normalized histogram of NES: red plots are a chi-square distribution with 9 dimension of freedom, blue plots are
normalized histograms of NES including orientation, velocity and position.
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